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Abstract  

This paper examines semi-peripheral implications of recently emerging pluralization in the disciplinary 

center of International Relations (IR). It first analyzes meta-theoretical categories to classify extant research 

traditions. One of the major shortcomings of current classificatory schemes is their applicability to the 

existing IR scholarship in the semi-periphery. This study aims to overcome this predicament by proposing a 

modification to existing ideal-types and providing more comprehensive hypothetical typologies. The validity 

of this revision is tested against a sample of IR PhD dissertations taken from the electronic data bank of the 

Turkish National Theses Center. Given Turkey’s geo-cultural location between the West and the East and its 

semi-peripheral position between scientific center and periphery, the analysis of IR PhD dissertations 

written in Turkey gives significant indications about the level and quality of pluralization within the broader 

IR community. Main findings of the textual inquiry suggest that the blurring of meta-theoretical boundaries 

in IR research have mostly occurred along historical, discursive and analytical axes. As a corollary, 

historical discursivism and eclectic analyticism have been established as central conventions of conducting 

IR inquiry in Turkey. By looking at blurring of IR boundaries in the Turkish case, the paper provides 

recommendations for improving philosophical pluralization in semi-peripheral settings.  

 

Keywords: International Relations, disciplinary boundaries, research traditions, philosophical pluralization, 

PhD dissertations, Turkey, semi-periphery. 
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1. Introduction  

This paper 1  aims to examine semi-peripheral implications of recently emerging meta-theoretical 

pluralization in the disciplinary center of International Relations (IR). The analysis is based on three 

interrelated assumptions: (1) functioning as a “rhetorical discipline,” (Kornprobst, 2009) IR constitutes a 

single, if not a holistic, “narrative paradigm” (Fisher, 1985; Suganami, 1999). (2) IR theories are constituted 

by a type of “narrative/rhetorical logic” (Fisher, 1994; Suganami, 2008). (3) narrative/rhetorical logics 

extant in the making of IR theories set certain modes of knowledge production, determine particular models 

of research and establish specific conceptual frameworks for dissemination of knowledge in the semi-

periphery.   

These three presuppositions on the disciplining of the IR research processes by different approaches 

are mostly reflected in meta-theoretical and methodological studies. In this regard, King, Keohane, and 

Verba’s Designing Social Inquiry (1994) has provided a seminal analysis for grasping positivist foundations 

of dominant modes of research in IR. Against the backdrop of seemingly incommensurable ontological-

epistemological divisions and prevalent perceptions of deep paradigmatic faults (Jackson and Nexon, 2009), 

post-positivist epistemologies and methodologies have been gradually received by the mainstream IR. As 

research horizons of IR became much more blurred, it became possible to talk about implications of 

philosophical pluralization within the IR scientific community.  

   At this point, Patrick Thaddeus Jackson’s Conduct of Inquiry (2011) has made a significant 

contribution to map out meta-theoretical and methodological diversification in the IR field (McCourt, 2011). 

Conduct of Inquiry (hereafter CoI) could be read as an intellectual intervention made to better conceive the 

evolution of methodological pluralization in IR (Jackson, 2013; Michel, 2013). It highlighted main 

philosophical signposts “to identify what methodological claims are at work in IR and to explore their 

impact on substantive inquiry” (Humphreys, 2013: 291). Jackson’s typologies did generate scholarly 

discussions on the validity of methodological pluralism in IR. The classificatory shortcomings in CoI also 

raised questions about the applicability of Jackson’s typological categories to the existing IR scholarship. 

Along these lines, the first part of this paper provides a synoptic view of Jackson’s metatheoretical 

typologies and looks at the main criticisms directed against his categorical scheme. In order to overcome 

Jackson’s classificatory shortcomings, his ideal-types are modified in the second part. The validity of this 

revision is then tested against a sample of IR PhD dissertations taken from the electronic data bank of the 

Turkish National Theses Center, which is directed by the Council of Higher Education (Yüksek Öğretim 

Kurulu-YÖK) in Turkey. Given Turkey’s geocultural location between the West and the East and its semi-

peripheral position between scientific center and periphery, the analysis of IR PhD dissertations written in 

Turkey gives significant indications about the level and quality of pluralization within the broader IR 

community. In the last part, the paper briefly looks at the questions of research in post-graduate IR education 

in Turkey. By drawing lessons from the Turkish case, the author concludes with recommendations for 

improving philosophical pluralization in semi-peripheral settings.  

 

2. Revisiting Meta-Theoretical Positions in IR: Deconstruction of Ideal-Types  

Jackson’s book is an extensive work on meta-theory which clarifies types of philosophical (ontological-

epistemological) commitments underpinning alternative methodological approaches in IR. It should be noted 

that Jackson takes “philosophical ontology…prior to scientific ontology (concerning what objects we 

believe to exist in the world)” (Humphreys, 2013: 291). Our philosophical ontologies hook us up to the 

world. This hooking-up forms the basis on which we can claim to have scientific knowledge of the world. In 

                                                
1 Shorter and simpler version of this paper was presented at the 13th METU Conference on International Relations, Ankara, 25-27 

June 2014.  
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other words, philosophical ontologies hold different implications for the modes of knowledge production 

about world politics. As Jackson acknowledges, philosophical ontological commitments lie at the heart of IR 

scholarship.  

This philosophical ontology affects not so much our specific choice of techniques for data-collection 

and data-analysis as much as it affects the overall status of our knowledge claims—and therefore our 

self-understanding of what it is that we do when we engage in IR scholarship. (Jackson, 2009: 656)  

In this regard, Jackson identifies two ontological wagers (or core presuppositions) that determine four 

distinct methodologies in IR: neopositivism, critical realism, analyticism and reflexivity.  

The first wager concerns the relationship of knower to known and involves a choice between 

conceiving of knowledge claims as: (a) corresponding to the world as it is independently of those 

claims (mind–world dualism); and (b) providing internally coherent accounts of the ordering of lived 

reality (mind–world monism). The second wager concerns the limits of knowledge claims and 

involves a choice between: (a) limiting those claims to what can be directly or indirectly experienced  

(phenomenalism); and (b) allowing them to extend beyond what can be experienced 

(transfactualism). (Humphreys, 2013: 291)  

In order to better grasp the IR methodologies in relation to these philosophical commitments, the 2X2 

classificatory scheme provided by Jackson is redrawn in Table 1. According to Jackson, the work of King, 

Verba and Keohane exemplifies neopositivism. Some of the IR authors whose names appear in CoI as 

exemplars of other methodological stances are “Milja Kurki, Heikki Patomäki and Colin Wight (critical 

realists); Kenneth Waltz, Karin Fierke and Jutta Weldes (analyticists); and Robert Cox, Andrew Linklater, 

Cynthia Enloe, J. Ann Tickner, Naeem Inayatullah and David L. Blaney (reflexivists).” (Suganami, 2013: 

251)  

In spite of giving examples for each methodology, Jackson remains ambiguous about “which aspects 

of each methodology are strictly entailed by philosophical-ontological wagers” (Humphreys, 2013: 293). In 

this regard, one of the main criticisms posed against Jackson’s categorization has been the labeling of Waltz 

as an analyticist. In fact, Jackson’s classification of IR methodologies primarily relies on Weberian, 

conventionally analyticist, notion of science. Even though Jackson’s production of ideal-types is based on 

analyticism, one of his typological quadrants is formed by or left for analyticism. “This constitutes an 

important challenge to Jackson’s enterprise” (Humphreys, 2013: 294). As Rudra Sil and Peter Katzenstein 

(2010) put forward, eclectic analyticism should be treated as an overarching philosophical convention and a 

traditional explanatory strategy rather than a distinctive methodology in IR. This criticism alone is sufficient 

to address a need for modification in Jackson’s ideal-types. Without some revision, these typologies cannot 

fully capture the existing web of methodological conventions applied by IR scholars, particularly in the 

semi-periphery. Thus, the next part attempts to reclassify Jackson’s typologies in order to further 

demonstrate blurring of meta-theoretical boundaries within the IR community.  

 

3. Reclassifying Research Typologies in IR: Reconstruction of Methodological Modes  

Among the critiques of CoI, Hidemi Suganami extensively engaged with the revision of Jackson’s 2X2 

classificatory scheme. As rightly pointed out by Suganami, the commonality between neopositivism and 

critical realism does not derive from their dualist mind-world conception, but come from their 

representational view of knowledge. On the other hand, analyticism and reflexivism share constructionist 

view of knowledge. The difference between analyticism and reflexivism do not originate from 

philosophical-ontological commitments leading to distinct knowledge claims (phenomenalism or 

transfactualism), but rather emanate from political-ontological judgments paving the way for different 

(interpretivist or transformationalist) paths of knowledge production (Suganami, 2013). Jackson’s “ideal-
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typical set-up does tend to highlight differences rather than similarities. It is therefore worth considering 

whether the boundaries between his philosophical-ontological wagers might be fuzzy… [Hence,] important 

questions arise in respect of both the boundary between neopositivism and critical realism and that between 

neopositivism and analyticism” (Humphreys, 2013: 300).  

In line with these criticisms, Suganami suggests that “neopositivism, critical realism and analyticism 

are not on the same plane; the latter two arise from ontological and epistemological critiques of 

neopositivism” (Suganami, 2013: 265). In addition, he argues that critical realism and reflexivism share a 

common ontological stance towards transforming the world. For this reason, they should be placed in the 

same category of transformationalism. By way of conclusion, Suganami asserts that Jackson’s 2X2 table 

does not work well to map out the existing IR methodologies. He urges further thinking in order to 

reconstruct Jackson’s typological categories. At this point, he underlines still salient aspects of earlier 

classifications made by Robert Cox (problem-solving and critical ontologies) and Jurgen Habermas 

(technical, practical, and emancipatory cognitions). Suganami also emphasizes the significance of studying 

on “political judgement” in order to reclassify methodological approaches in IR (Suganami, 2013: 267, 268). 

In this regard, Markus Kornprobst offers a proposal to study political judgment as “clusters of 

logics” or “overlapping, crisscrossing horizons” that shape political actions. Putting judgement into 

incommensurable “neat scholarly boxes” might prove to be “counterproductive.” Thus, IR scholars also 

need to focus on actors’ logics of action “(i.e. what lines of reasoning are compelling) for them in a given 

situation” (Kornprobst, 2011: 70-73) These propositions inevitably entail blurring of analytical-discursive 

boundaries in order to co-classify analysts’ and actors’ ontologies on the same plane.  

Broadly speaking, analytical and political modes of reasoning can be subsumed under two 

conventional ontologies: instrumental/consequential logic of utility and constitutive/ transformative logic of 

practice. Instrumental ontology treats theory like a factfiltering device, while constitutive ontology 

conceives theory as part of practice. Instrumentalism subscribes to representational view of knowledge and 

takes correspondence view of discourse (language mirrors the world). Constitutivism subscribes to 

constructionist view of knowledge and takes contextual view of discourse (language games contextualize the 

world) (Fierke, 2002). In a parallel fashion, views of theory can be delineated. While instrumentalists view 

theory as an analytical fact-filtering device, constitutive view emphasizes the role of theory on trans-forming 

practices of international relations (Burchill and Linklater, 2005: 15-18).  

In fact, both ontologies heavily rely on historical-discursive methodologies. These methodologies 

conceive that discourse and historical context mutually constitute social and political practices (Weiss and 

Wodak, 2003; Wodak, 2001). Like eclectic analyticism, historical discursivism has become an appealing 

avenue for various IR scholars. Thus, it can be classified as an overarching, if not paradigmatic, research 

convention. Consequentialism (utilitarianism) mainly focuses on structural, causal and mechanical factors 

operating on the material realm of international relations. Constructionism and transformationalism give 

primacy to agential, normative and emancipatory aspects constituting the ideational domain of international 

relations. Both of these conventions are open to established epistemologies and methodologies, most 

prominently positivism, phenomenalism, interpretivism, and criticism. Based on these findings,  

Jackson’s classificatory scheme is modified in Table 2. Hypothetical typologies are developed for tracing 

modes of inquiry in IR semi-periphery. The validity of this undertaking is tested and discussed in the 

following parts.  
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4. Testing the Hypothetical Typologies: Modes of Inquiry in Turkey  

Even though philosophical commitments do not provide ultimate legitimation for the approval of PhD 

dissertations, defending against methodological criticisms is crucial for IR PhD students. Jackson thinks that 

IR PhD students could not cope with a dissertation committee by implying ignorance of philosophical-

ontological contradictions in their criticisms. But, he maintains that his classification of philosophical-

ontological commitments underpinning IR research has a practical value for PhD students conducting 

comprehensive inquiry (Banks and O’Mahoney, 2010; McCourt, 2011). That is to say, PhD dissertations are 

important textual resources to analyze implications of meta-theoretical pluralization in the IR semi-

periphery.  

Therefore, the validity of hypothetical typologies developed in the previous part is tested against a 

sample of IR PhD dissertations produced in Turkey. The sample was formed by using a mixed (random-

volitional) selection method and by mining the electronic data available, on 1012 November 2013, at the 

official website of Turkey’s National Theses Center (https://tez.yok.gov.tr/UlusalTezMerkezi/). The sample 

is consisted of 25 PhD dissertations. The available universe was comprised of 74 PhD dissertations approved 

by the IR Departments of Turkish Universities in 2008-2012 period. The quantifiable relationship between 

the sample and the universe is shown in Table 3.  

The textual analysis primarily focuses on Introduction and Conclusion chapters of the sampled PhD 

dissertations. In these two key chapters, any kind of explicit and/or inexplicit philosophical views on 

knowledge, language and theory are gathered. Then, stated and/or hinted references to any type of 

ontological modes, epistemological models and methodological frameworks are collected. When the 

evidence implied a combination of two views, more dominant perspective is taken as the principal mode of 

research. Main findings of the textual analysis are summarized in Table 4.  

On the other hand, one can witness dissemination of alternative meta-theoretical notions among IR 

scholars conducting research in Turkey. These indications can be regarded as research trends evolving 

towards pluralization. The level of ideational orientation, reaching to 40 percent, gave further strengthening 

signs of intellectual sophistication, particularly among the IR PhD graduates in Turkey. Despite the rule of 

causal positivism, scholarly inclination towards critical interpretivism reached to 32 percent, acknowledging 

the fact that the IR research in Turkey, began to evolve towards methodological plurality.  

 Since historical discursivism and eclectic analyticism began to establish central conventions in 

Turkey’s IR community, the blurring of boundaries within the broader IR discipline might mostly occur 

along discursive and analytical axes. As intellectual pluralization widen and deepen, IR might witness 

evolution of more inclusive and complementary conventions like analytical discursivism and/or discursive 

analyticism. These developments could then help to overcome the intra-paradigmatic predicament still 

dividing the domain of IR between discursive and nondiscursive realms.  

 

5. Conclusion: Pluralization in Turkey and Implications for IR Semi-Periphery  
Textual analysis of PhD theses have clearly indicated main philosophical trends driving IR research towards 

more plural horizons. Yet, textual signs are not sufficient to grasp genuine grounds of plurality constituting 

the IR practices in Turkish scholarly community. By way of conclusion, the paper raises key points about 

the actual extent of pluralization in Turkey’s postgraduate IR education. These conclusive remarks about the 

Turkish case can also be regarded as benchmarks for improving philosophical pluralization in other settings 

of IR semi-periphery.  

At this point, one should note that the quality of pluralization, even in the Western core, has 

remained “contingent” on contextual conditions surrounding the IR community (Rengger, 2015). So, it 

would be naïve to establish really plural modes of knowledge production in largely dependent semi-
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peripheral academic contexts of IR. Reproductive uses of “Western concepts and theories” and emulation of 

only Western modes of research (Bilgin, 2008) have limited the extent of pluralization constituting IR 

practices in Turkey. To a great extent, the dominance of “Morghenthauist realism” (Uzgel, 2007) and 

geopolitical truism (Bilgin, 2007) in foreign policy making and writing has impeded constitution of a 

genuine context for plural modes of research among Turkish IR scholars and post-graduate students.  

In addition, there are structural and substantial problems permeating the Turkish higher education. 

Social sciences in general, the IR departments in particular, have been impaired by these negative 

circumstances (Özcan, 2007). Thus, the question of pluralization has to be conceived within the broader 

issues of total quality in higher education, which might impose serious challenges for building philosophical 

plurality within the Turkish IR community.  

Yet, Turkey could overcome low levels of pluralization in post-graduate education. By taking simple 

steps, modes of inquiry could well depart from monism and turn towards pluralism. In this evolutionary 

process, IR scholars should take the responsibility of enhancing pluralist research culture. Post-graduate IR 

students could also assume a leading role to sustain plurality among future generations supposed to produce 

scientific knowledge in Turkey.   

Designing of the courses in line with the constructivist philosophy of education could help IR scholars 

and post-graduate students to better grasp both intrinsic and instrumental value of normative, 

methodological, empirical, geographical, disciplinary, and other types of pluralism. Constructivist 

pedagogies are more attuned to enable student-centered active learning and enrich plural class environment. 

Multi-modes of thinking in the class would certainly have an impact on the plural learning interactions out 

of the class.  

Constructivist educational habitus would definitely improve our conceptions of postgraduate 

educational experiences as intellectual processes of path making (Brook et al., 2010). Even though the 

number of international surveys and national questionnaires administered among Turkish IR scholars and 

post-graduate students has increased in recent years, there is a further need to collect autoethnographic data 

and hence take into account unique individual stories rather than collective common voices. Narrative 

analyses of self-reflection and self-critique would facilitate opening of new venues for plural modes of 

knowledge production (Brigg and Bleiker, 2010; Dauphinee, 2010).  

In order to constitute plural practices within the IR departments, curricular revisions are also 

necessary. Interdisciplinary IR might well develop as long as post-graduate programs are truly opened to all 

other disciplines (Yalçınkaya, 2005). Institutionalization of interdisciplinarity through “joint programs” 

(Özcan, 2007: 111) would reinforce pluralization. Thus, IR departments need to establish institutionalized 

interactions with other fields. Given current complexities pervading the context of international relations, 

communication and cultural studies (including sociology, anthropology, literature, and even theology) 

emerge as two significant areas to foreground pluralization of IR in the semi-periphery.  

Inter-disciplinary engagement would naturally pave the way for multi-method research in IR 

education. New generation of IR scholars ought to encompass methodological divides. Qualitative and 

quantitative content analysis and critical discourse analysis would be key to delineate a plural modes of 

research for the coming decades. Yet, most post-graduate IR programs in Turkey have needed a course on 

research methodologies. Coupled with this shortcoming is the lack of courses on political theory in Turkish 

IR departments (Keyman and Ülkü, 2007). A seminar on comparative political thought could be essential for 

building theoretical pluralization in the IR semi-periphery. Last but not the least, philosophy of science and 

philosophy of history courses would encourage plural modes of theoretical production.  

Without conception of scientific knowledge IR scholars and students could hardly achieve  
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“emancipatory ends of theory” (Yalvaç, 2013). Blurring of meta-theoretical boundaries would further 

enhance volition and deliberation over genuine pluralization particularly in seemingly tougher intellectual 

terrains of IR semi-periphery.  

  

  

  

  

  
Relationship between Knowledge 

and Observation  

Phenomenalism  Transfactualism  

Relationship between  

Researcher and 

Researched World  

Mind-World 

Dualism  

Neopositivism  Critical 

Realism  

Mind-World 

Monism  

Analyticism  Reflexivity  

 

Table 1: Jackson’s 2X2 Classificatory Scheme  

  

  
View of 

Knowledge  

View of 

Language  

View of 

Theory  

Ontological 

Modes  

Epistemological 

Models  

Methodological 

Frameworks  

Overarching 

Conventions  

representational  
correspondence 

(mirror)  

instrumental 

(tool)  

material  

utilitarian 

consequential  

positivism 

factualism  

causal  

phenomenal 

comparative  

argumentative 

normative 

critical  

eclectic  

analyticism 

historical- 

discursivism  constructionist 

transformational  

contextual 

(game)  

constitutive  

transformative  

(practice)  

ideational  

habitual 

emancipatory  

interpretivism 

criticism  

 

Table 2: Hypothetical Typologies for Tracing Modes of Inquiry in IR PhD Dissertations.  

  

  

Universities  
Number of Available PhD 

Dissertations  

Number of Sampled PhD 

Dissertations  

Ankara University  21  7  

Bilkent University  9  3  

Gazi University  12  4  

METU  13  4  

İstanbul University  6  2  

Marmara University  6  2  

Uludağ University  6  2  

Sakarya University  1  1  

TOTAL  74  25  

 

Table 3: Available and Sampled PhD Dissertations  
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Number  

Meta-Theoretical 

Perspective  
Ontological Mode  Epistemological Model  

Methodological 

Framework  
Central Convention  

instrumental  constitutive  material  ideational  positivism  interpretivism  causal  critical  
eclectic 

analyticism  
historical 

discursivism  
1    +    +    +    +  +  +  
2  +    +    +    +    +  +  
3  +    +    +    +    +  +  
4    +    +    +    +  +  +  
5    +    +    +    +  +  +  
6  +    +    +    +    +  +  
7  +    +    +    +    +  +  
8  +    +    +    +    +  +  
9  +    +    +    +    +  +  
10  +    +    +    +    +  +  
11  +    +    +    +    +  +  
12  +      +    +    +  +  +  
13  +    +    +    +    +  +  
14  +    +    +    +    +  +  
15  +    +    +    +    +  +  
16  +    +    +    +    +  +  
17  +    +    +    +    +  +  
18  +    +    +    +    +  +  
19    +    +    +    +  +  +  
20    +    +    +    +  +  +  
21  +      +    +    +  +  +  
22  +      +  +    +    +  +  
23  +      +  +    +    +  +  
24  +    +    +    +    +  +  
25    +    +    +    +  +  +  

Total  19  6  15  10  17  8  17  8  25  25  

Table 4: Summary of Main Findings (Dominant Perspectives, Modes, Models, Frameworks, and Conventions in 25 PhD Dissertations)  

User
Typewritten Text
41
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